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Balancing machines manufacturer

1987 - CIMAT Ltd was established.

CIMAT is a leader in manufacturing balancing machines and one of renowned in-
ternational distributors. Highly qualified staff develops electronic, mechanical and 
pneumatic systems as well as software. CIMAT is a high-tech designer and manufac-
turer of machines for industry and craft workshops. Since its foundation, the com-
pany has aimed to provide clients with the most up-to-date technological solutions 
tailored to meet their individual needs.

2014 – CIMAT Ltd moved to a new production facility. 

The success of the brand relies primarily on professionalism and staff commitment, 
modern manufacturing methods, highest quality standards, innovative technological 
solutions as well as rich and unique product range.

About us
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CIMAT Ltd offers universal balancing machi-
nes and special balancers, tailored to spe-

cific trades and individual needs of clients. After 
starting the balancer, we help the client imple-
ment it. In terms of purpose of use of balancers, 
our manufacturing and service offer is virtually 

unlimited. We prepare, among others, comple-
te technological lines – including a mechanical 
project, control system project, manufacturing as 
well as electrical and mechanical assembly and 
start-up. 

 Our machines are used in aircraft, moto, energy, 
shipbuilding, mining, metallurgical, ventilation, 
paper and agricultural industry and many other 
branches of industry and craftsmanship.
 Our clients include such companies as:
VALEO, SACHS, ABB, PRATT & WHITNEY, 
ROCKWELL, ELEKTROWNIA BEŁCHATÓW, 

PESA, PKP, ZNTK, LUCHINI, WSK Rzeszów, 
Fiat Power Train, Muhlhoff, Mittal Stall Service, 
POWEN – Wafapomp, Hydro Vacum, Grupa 
Cantonii, ANGA, Dantherm Filtration, MERCOR, 
AVIA, Chofum, Partner Elektra, Military Universi-
ty of Technology in Warsaw, ZPRE Jedlicze and 
hundreds of others.

Thanks to the cooperation with world leaders 
in various branches and worldwide activity 

in 51 countries on all continents (Europe, Asia, 
North America, South America, Africa and Au-

stralia) we have gained adequate experience 
and know-how which enable us to run even the 
most demanding projects.

We are engaged in:
- balancing machine manufacturing and sales
- balancing machine servicing
- balancing machine certification
- balancing machine maintenance and modernisation
- technical testing
- balancing services – solving technological problems 
related to balancing

- training on balancing theory and practice
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Special features:
- Vertical spindle,
- Designed for the large batches of rotors,
- High accuracy and efficiency,
- Intuitive and easy to operate software,
- Discs are fastened by a special self-centered jaws 
which are characterized by high clamping repeata-
bility. Discs may also be gripped by special tooling 
designed and manufactured by „CIMAT” at custo-
mer’s request.

- Compensation of unbalance caused by eccentricity 
of the rotor

- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode
- There is no need of marking the rotor before putting 
it on the machine; the rotation sensor can read the 
movement of the rotor in both ways.

- Software converts amount of unbalance into value 
of mass to remove taking into account various me-
thods of correction i.e. drilling, milling, distribution of 
correction mass in case of areas of the rotor where 
machining is forbidden and many others.

- Balancing reports are saved in database for later 
use.

CLUTCH AND CLUTCH DISC BALANCING MACHINES
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„CIMAT” manufactures balancing machines for the clutches and clutch discs. There are three types of the 
machine:

- MANUAL
- SEMI-AUTOMATIC (components are installed manually), 
- AUTOMATIC (components are installed by a robot)



- The machines are fitted out with technological equipment 

for mass correction i.e. milling, grinding or drilling machi-

nes controlled by SIEMENS or FANUC PLC drivers,

- The machine may be connected with the overall manage-

ment system of the company,

- High machine reliability is ensured due to high production 

efficiency required. High reliability is ensured by applica-

tion of components of well-known companies in the servo 

drive and milling machine.

- High flexibility and simplicity of machine operations in re-

gards to the different rotor shape and diameter is ensured. 

It is ensured by application of advanced measuring unit, 

PLC driver and machine tool controlled numerically.

The advanced measuring unit is equipped with industrial 

LCD touch screen for balancing results presentation and 

has installed sophisticated software which makes machine 

operation easier than ever before. The measuring unit ena-

bles to save data on external storage via USB port, send 

it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet and print the balancing reports out 

with built-in laser printer.

  clutch and clutch disc balancing machines

Special features of semi-automatic balancing machines:



Special features:
- Vertical spindle,
- Designed for the large batches of rotors,
- High accuracy and efficiency,
- Intuitive and easy to operate software,
- Discs are fastened by a special self-centered jaws 
which are characterized by high clamping repeata-
bility. Discs may also be gripped by special tooling 
designed and manufactured by „CIMAT” at custo-
mer’s request.

- Compensation of unbalance caused by eccentricity 
of the rotor

- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode
- There is no need of marking the rotor before putting 
it on the machine; the rotation sensor can read the 
movement of the rotor in both ways.

- Software converts amount of unbalance into value 
of mass to remove taking into account various me-
thods of correction i.e. drilling, milling, distribution of 
correction mass in case of areas of the rotor where 
machining is forbidden and many others.

- Balancing reports are saved in database for later 
use.

DUAL MASS FLYWHEEL AND FLYWHEEL 
BALANCING MACHINES
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„CIMAT” manufactures balancing machines for the 
dual mass flywheels and the flywheels. 
There are three types of the machine:
- MANUAL
- SEMI-AUTOMATIC
(components are installed manually), 

- AUTOMATIC (components are installed by 
a robot)



- The machines are fitted out with technological 
equipment for mass correction i.e. milling, grin-
ding or drilling machines controlled by SIEMENS 
or FANUC PLC drivers,

- The machine may be connected with the overall 
management system of the company,

- High machine reliability is ensured due to high 
production efficiency required. High reliability is 
ensured by application of components of well-k-
nown companies in the servo drive and milling 
machine.

- High flexibility and simplicity of machine opera-
tions in regards to the different rotor shape and 
diameter is ensured. It is ensured by application 
of advanced measuring unit, PLC driver and ma-
chine tool controlled numerically.
The advanced measuring unit is equipped with 
industrial LCD touch screen for balancing results 
presentation and has installed sophisticated so-
ftware which makes machine operation easier 

than ever before. The measuring unit enables to 
save data on external storage via USB port, send 
it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet and print the balancing 
reports out with built-in laser printer.

dual mass flywheel and flywheel balancing machines

Special features of semi-automatic balancing machines:

15
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BRAKE DISCS AND BRAKE DRUMS BALANCING MACHINES

„CIMAT” manufactures balancing machines for the brake discs and brake drums. „CIMAT” provides 
two types of three machines:
- semi-automatic (components are installed manually), 
- automatic(components are installed by a robot)
- manual

Special features of brake-rotors balancing machine:
- Vertical spindle,
- One or two correction planes,
- Designed for the large batches of rotors,
- High accuracy and efficiency,
- Intuitive and easy to operate software,
- Discs are fastened by a special self-centered jaws 
which are characterized by high clamping repeatability. 
Discs may also be gripped by special tooling designed and manufactured by „CIMAT” at customer’s request.

- Compensation of unbalance caused by eccentricity of the rotor
- Manual machines have laser indicator for marking point of milling,



The advanced measuring unit is equipped with industrial LCD touch screen for ba-

lancing results presentation and has installed sophisticated software which makes 

machine operation easier than ever before. The measuring unit enables to save 

data on external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet and print the 

balancing reports out with built-in laser printer.

- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and DIN 45690.

- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements and conditions of the 

production facilities.

- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.

- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.

- Machine update and modernization.

- Support.

- The machines are fitted out with technological equipment for 

mass correction i.e. milling, grinding or drilling machines con-

trolled by SIEMENS or FANUC PLC drivers,

- The machine may be connected to the overall management 

system of the company,

- High machine reliability is ensured due to high production ef-

ficiency required. High reliability is ensured by application of 

components of well-known companies in the servo drive and 

milling machine..

- High flexibility and simplicity of machine operations in regards 

to the different rotor shape and diameter is ensured. It is ensu-

red by application of advanced measuring unit, PLC driver and 

machine tool controlled numerically.

- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode

- There is no need of marking the rotor before putting it on the 

machine; the rotation sensor can read the movement of the ro-

tor in both ways.

- Software converts amount of unbalance into value of mass to 

remove taking into account various methods of correction i.e. 

drilling, milling, distribution of correction mass in case of areas 

of the rotor where machining is forbidden and many others.

- Balancing reports are saved in database for later use. 

Special features of semi-automatic machines:

Additional services:



There are two types of the ma-
chines:
- the machine for rotors of electric fans of car 
radiators

- the machine for rotors of electric fans of car 

heaters

The advanced measuring unit is equipped 

with industrial LCD touch screen for balan-

cing results presentation and has installed 

sophisticated software which makes machine 

operation easier than ever before. The me-

asuring unit enables to save data on exter-

nal storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or 

Ethernet and print the balancing reports out 

with built-in laser printer. 

Special features:
- Balancing in one or two correction planes

- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode

- There is no need of marking the rotor before putting it on the ma-

chine; the rotation sensor can read the movement of the rotor in 

both ways.

- Software searches for optimal distribution of correction mass on 

the fan’s blades taking into account 

correction weights available and the following rule: apply as few 

metal strips as possible.

- The machine operator just need to copy distribution of weight on 

electric fan which is shown on the screen,

- Balancing reports are saved in database for later use. 

- The machine sets the same balancing speed applied during cali-

bration run automatically.

- Safety guard enabling easy access makes machine operation re-

ally light.

- High accuracy and efficiency.

18

 ENGINE COOLING FAN BALANCING MACHINE



„CIMAT” service team 
provides full service:

- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and DIN 
45690.

- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements and 
conditions of the production facilities.

- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.
- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.
- Machine update and modernization.
- Support.

19

 ENGINE COOLING FAN BALANCING MACHINE
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SUPERCHARGERS BALANCING MACHINES

„CIMAT” manufactures balancing machines for the brake discs and brake drums. „CIMAT” provides 
two types of three machines:
- semi-automatic (components are installed manually), 
- automatic(components are installed by a robot) 
- manual

Special features:
- Two correction planes,

- Designed for the large batches of rotors,

- High accuracy and efficiency,

- Intuitive and easy to operate software,

- Components are hold by a special chucks while drilling, which are characterized by high clamping repeatability,

- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode

- There is no need of marking the rotor before putting it on the machine; the rotation sensor can read the movement of the 

rotor in both ways.

- Software converts amount of unbalance into value of mass to remove taking into account various methods of correction i.e. 

drilling, milling, distribution of correction mass in case of areas of the rotor where machining is forbidden and many others.

- Balancing reports are saved in database for later use.



- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and DIN 

45690.

- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements and con-

ditions of the production facilities.

- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.

- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.

- Machine update and modernization.

- Support.

- The machines are fitted out with technological equipment for 

mass correction i.e. milling, grinding or drilling machines con-

trolled by SIEMENS or FANUC PLC drivers,

- The machine may be connected to the overall management 

system of the company,

- High machine reliability is ensured due to high production ef-

ficiency required. High reliability is ensured by application of 

components of well-known companies in the servo drive and 

milling machine..

- High flexibility and simplicity of machine operations in regards 

to the different rotor shape and diameter is ensured. It is ensu-

red by application of advanced measuring unit, PLC driver and 

machine tool controlled numerically.

Additional services:



One of the company’s aims is the produc-

tion of balancing machines for turbochar-

ger reconditioning adjusted to the needs of 

the global market. Therefore the company has 

a research and product development depart-

ment, based on a team of qualified engineers. 

Their knowledge of construction and operation 

of turbochargers that work under extreme con-

ditions has a tremendous impact on the proper 

preparation of a balancer. In our offer you can 

find the complete soutions for passenger cars, 

commercial vehicles, motorsport, construction 

and agricultural machines, plant & machine-

ry, power generation and marine applications.

TURBOCHARGER BALANCING AND CALIBRATION MACHINES

Turbocharger balancing machines
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The result of many years’ experience and coope-
ration with turbo workshops is the compact shaft 

balancing machine characterized by high accuracy 
and efficiency. CMT-47 TR Polymer is applied in the 
first stage of turbocharger balancing process. The 
machine has been specially designed for dynamic 
balancing of all kinds of turbocharger shafts and 
compressor wheels in two correction planes, after 

their removal from bearing housing. The machine 
has a servomotor for easy shaft positioning in the 
place of mass correction. The advanced measuring 
unit ROTORTEST 610 is equipped with 17” LCD 
industrial touch screen for balancing results pre-
sentation and sophisticated software, which makes 
machine operation easier than ever before.

CMT-47 TR Polymer 
turbocharger shaft & wheel

 balancing machine

TURBOCHARGER SHAFT & WHEEL BALANCING MACHINES

Turbocharger balancing machines
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Technical data
Max rotor weight       
Smallest achievable residual imbalance 
Maximum rotor diameter 
Bearing journal diameter 
Distance between bearing centers 10mm-300mm
Drive performance
Hard-bearing permanent calibration
Report printing
Power supply
Protective cover

Machine weight
Dimensions (DxLxH)

5 kg (optional 16 kg)
0,1gmm
200 mm (optional 350 mm)
5mm-20mm (optional 6mm-30mm)
10mm-300mm
200 (optional 400 W)
(no calibrations runs required)
Included
230V ± 10%, 50 / 60 Hz
ISO 7475 Class C (Protection against 
ejected parts)
400 kg
1000x1200x1600mm

TURBOCHARGER SHAFT & WHEEL BALANCING MACHINE

The measuring unit enables saving data on external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet 
and print the balancing reports out with built-in laser printer.
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The result of many years’ experience and coope-
ration with turbocharger manufacturers is the com-
pact high speed core assembly balancing machine 
characterized by high measuring accuracy and ef-
ficiency. 
CMT - 48 VSR has been specially designed for 
high speed balancing of turbochargers of passen-
ger cars. CMT - 48 VSR is used for checking is the-
re any unwanted dynamic phenomenon of the rotor 

at working speed of the turbocharger, for example, 
flexural of shaft by moment of force. Balancing pro-
cess is performed by comparison of selected para-
meters of vibrations to values specified 
by turbocharger manufacturers as boundary va-
lues of these parameters. Software suggests the 
position and amount of correction mass to be re-
moved.

HIGH SPEED TURBOCHARGER CORE ASSEMBLY BALANCING MACHINE

turbocharger core 
assembly balancing machine
for passenger cars

CMT - 48 VSR

Turbochargers balancing machines
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The core assembly is installed in the machine to 
the universal socket by the use of the proper ada-

pters. Journal bearings of the core are supplied with 
the oil of the proper temperature and pressure. The 
oil is subjected to continuous filtration processes. As 
a result of measuring process, graph of vibration cha-
racteristics is displayed. Moreover, the software indi-
cates the exact angular position of imbalance and its 
amount. There is no need of machine calibration befo-
re balancing process. Balancing conditions are similar 
to those of combustion engine.CIMAT has developed 
an innovative solution in regards to the adapters for VSR machines which enables you to make significant 
savings in your company budget during future exploitation of the machine. This system has been patented 
and is only available with CIMAT VSR machines. 

26

CMT - 48 VSR

Turbochargers balancing machines
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Maximum speed
Maximum turbine wheel diameter 
Oil pressure in lubrication system
Air compressor pressure
Machine weight
Dimension (DxLxH) 
Power supply
Report printing
Permanent calibration

Protective cover

300 000 rpm
110 mm
till 4 bar
6 bar
350 kg
1000 x 1200 x 1600 mm
230V ± 10%, 50 / 60 Hz
Included
No periodical calibration needed
CE

Standard machine technical data

Turbochargers balancing machines

The advanced measuring unit ROTORTEST 610 is equipped with 17” LCD industrial touch screen 
for balancing results presentation and sophisticated software, which makes machine operation 
easier than ever before. The measuring unit enables saving data on external storage via USB port, 
send it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet and print the balancing reports out with built-in laser printer.



The result of many years’ experience and coope-
ration with turbocharegr manufacturers is the com-
pact high speed core assembly balancing machine 
characterized by high measuring accuracy and 
efficiency. 
CMT - 48 VSR Big has been specially designed for 
high speed balancing of turbochargers of commer-
cial vehicles.CMT - 48 VSR Big is used for chec-
king is there any unwanted dynamic phenomenon 
of the rotor at working speed of the turbocharger, 
for example, flexural of shaft by moment of force. 
Balancing process is performed by comparison of 
selected parameters of vibrations to values spe-
cified by turbocharger manufacturers as boundary 

values of these parameters. Software suggests the 
position and amount of correction mass to be re-
moved.

turbocharger core assembly 
balancing machine 
for large applications

CMT - 48 VSR Big

28

high speed turbocharger core assembly balancing machine

Turbochargers balancing machines
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Machine weight 
Dimension (DxLxH) 
Power supply:
Protective cover. 

General technical data of the machine
450 kg
1000x1500x1600
 230V ± 10%, 50 / 60 Hz
CE
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VERTICAL TURBOCHARGER COMPRESSOR WHEEL 
BALANCING MACHINE

Compressor wheel balancing machine

This turbocharger compressor wheel balancing machine is perfect for:
- research & development purposes,
- product quality control
- small and medium production volumes.

As a result of top accuracy the machine enables the balancing even the smallest com-
pressor wheels with the minimum weight of 5g in two correction planes. The machine can 
communicate with the optional automatic mass correction station.

VERTICAL TURBOCHARGER 
COMPRESSOR WHEEL 
BALANCING MACHINE
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VERTICAL TURBOCHARGER COMPRESSOR WHEEL 
BALANCING MACHINE

Special features:
- Short measurement run,
- Fast compressor wheel installation,
- Easy and fast changeover,
- Possibility of the communication with the optional automatic milling station.

This machine got the recommendation of:
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VARIABLE GEOMETRY TURBOCHARGER CALIBRATION MACHINE

‘Turbo Test’ has been designed and manufactured to perform the calibration of variable geometry 
mechanism of passenger cars. It enables to:

1. Adjust variable geometry mechanism according to turbocharger bo-
ost pressure ratio.
Boost pressure ratio is measured at the turbocharger outlet. During the 
measurement run there is special adapter installed to the turbocharger 
outlet. The adapter simulates the connection between the turbochar-
ger outlet and the car engine. It accumulates the air produced by the 
compressor wheel. As a result there is a pressure produced at the tur-
bocharger outlet. Thanks to this solution, during the measurement run, 
the turbocharger works under the load as in the car. The result of measurement is compared with the boost 
pressure ratio of master/original turbocharger.
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VARIABLE GEOMETRY TURBOCHARGER CALIBRATION MACHINE

2. Adjust variable geometry mechanism according to turbocharger flow.

The machine sets the vanes of variable geometry in the required position (e.g. 

vane closing point), supplies required amount of air (e.g. 30 kPa) and measu-

res if the air flow of the turbocharger is the same as in the master/original one. 

The air flow measurement results are given in [kg/h].

3. Measure turbocharger compressor section performance.
Turbocharger compressor section performance is measured at the turbo-
charger outlet. During this test, turbocharger gradually accelerates from 
zero up to turbocharger nominal speed range. The measurement result 
is compared with master/original turbocharger compressor performance.
Measuring turbocharger compressor performance is a must for those 
who are involved in the turbocharger development business.



Main features:
- Immediate four plane balancing,

- Five plane balancing can be applied,

- High accuracy and efficiency,

- Intuitive and easy to operate software,

- Center support bearings are mounted on special pe-

destals, without disassembling, 

- Protective mechanisms preventing the drive shaft 

from falling out from the machine.

- Angle indexing,

- Compensation 180 degrees, 

- Positioning towards mass correction, when the servo-

motor is applied, 

- Balancing reports are saved in database for later use,

- Pneumatic clamping system for manufacturers’ ne-

eds,

- Welding mass correction units can be installed, 

- Unbalance is calculated according to ISO 1940-2003,

- Safety enclosures of type B or C according to ISO 

7475 can be applied,

- Software converts unbalance into the weight of steel 

plates to be welded.
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DRIVE SHAFT BALANCING MACHINES 

„CIMAT” manufactures special balancing machines for driver shafts. The machines are well-
equipped in regards to software capabilities and tooling even in the standard version.

„CIMAT” provides two types of specialized balancing machines for drive shafts:
1. Manual balancing machines for passenger cars and truck services,

2. Semi-automatic balancing machines for large and medium volume manufacturers.



drive shaft balancing machines

  „CIMAT” service team provides full service:
- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and DIN 45690.
- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements and conditions of the production facilities.
- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.
- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.
- Machine update and modernization.
- Support.
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Drive shaft balancing machine specifications.:
- Servo drives for drive shaft positioning in order to weld the correction strips to the shaft,
- Pneumatic systems for automatic installation of the drive shaft in the spindle, blocking the right pedestal, 
closing and opening the protective mechanism preventing the drive shaft from falling out from the machine, 
opening and closing the safety cover, 
- The welders.

Specifications are for standard machines; changes are available to meet specific requirements.



- Belt drive applied,
- Permanent calibration – no need for calibration runs
- High accuracy and efficiency.
- Intuitive and easy to operate software.
- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode,
- Software allows for entering the number, angular po-
sition and depth of the holes for defined angles and 
depth of drilling to make in counterweight to balance 
the crankshaft (including dredging of already existing 
holes)

- Manual machine may be equipped with drilling mass 
correction system at customer’s request..

- Software converts amount of unbalance into value 
of mass to remove taking into account various me-
thods of correction i.e. drilling, milling, distribution of 
correction mass in case of areas of the rotor where 
machining is forbidden and many others.

- Balancing reports are saved in database for later use.
- The machines also allows for balancing other kinds 
of rotor.

CRANKSHAFT BALANCING MACHINES

„CIMAT” manufactures and provides specialized balancing machines for the 
crankshafts. Special features of the crankshafts balancing machines:

The advanced measuring unit is equipped with industrial LCD touch screen for balancing results pre-
sentation and has installed sophisticated software which makes machine operation easier than ever 
before. The measuring unit enables to save data on external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or 
Ethernet and print the balancing reports out with built-in laser printer.
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„CIMAT” service team provides full service:

- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and DIN 45690.
- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements and conditions of the production facilities.
- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.
- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.
- Machine update and modernization.
- Support.

CRANKSHAFT BALANCING MACHINES
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„CIMAT” manufactures and provides specialized balancing machines for the wheel sets. Special 
features of the wheel sets balancing machine:

- End drive applied.
- Sliding headstock with a special coupling and a me-
chanism for automatic connection of the machine with 
the rotor,

- Mechanism for safe loading of the rotor on the rollers.
- High breakaway torque with extended time of acce-
leration and braking,

- Permanent calibration - there is no need for calibra-
tion runs.

- High accuracy and efficiency.

- Intuitive and easy to operate software.
- Special machine design for large batches of rotors.
- Angle indexing in switch-off mode.
- Software converts amount of unbalance into value of 
mass to remove taking into account various methods 
of correction i.e. distance by which center of turning 
of the wheel rim should be moved eccentrically in the 
special holder on the lathe (given in mm).

- Measuring unit may print and read the bar codes.
- Balancing reports are saved in database for later use.

WHEEL SET BALANCING MACHINES
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„CIMAT” service team provides full service:
- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements and conditions of the production facilities.
- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.
- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.
- Machine update and modernization.
- Support.
- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and DIN 45690.

The machine may be equipped with a workstation for the proper loading and measurement of the powertrain 
along with the wheel set.
The advanced measuring unit is equipped with industrial LCD touch screen for balancing results presentation 

and has installed sophisticated software which makes machine operation easier than ever before. The me-
asuring unit enables to save data on external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet and print the 
balancing reports out with built-in laser printer.

WHEEL SET BALANCING MACHINES
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ELECTRIC MOTORS BALANCING MACHINES

„CIMAT” manufactures and provides specialized balancing 
machines for the rotors of electric motors.

Version of the balancing machine offered depends on the type and 
size of rotor.

The specificity of this types of machines is that it uses the special shape of the rotor, circularly symmetric, key, 
special areas for mass correction i.e. pins or canals.

The advanced measuring unit is equipped with industrial LCD touch screen for balancing results presentation 
and has installed sophisticated software which makes machine operation easier than ever before. The me-

asuring unit enables to save data on external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet and print the 
balancing reports out with built-in laser printer.
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- Permanent calibration - there is no need for calibration 

runs.

- Belt drive applied.

- Short time of measurement runs.

- High accuracy and efficiency.

- Intuitive and easy to operate software.

- Special machine design for large batches of rotors.

- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode

- Software converts amount of unbalance into value of 

mass to remove taking into account various methods of 

correction i.e. distribution of the washers on the studs, dril-

ling, milling, distribution of correc

tion mass in case of areas of rotor where machining is 

forbidden or summation of the masses and many others.

- Measuring unit may print and read the bar codes.

- Balancing reports are saved in the database for later use.

41

Special features of electric motors balancing machine:



„CIMAT” service team provides full service:
  - Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements and conditions of the production facilities.
  - Installation of the machine at the production facilities.
  - Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.
  - Machine update and modernization.
  - Support.
  - Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and DIN 45690.
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WOOD CUTTER BALANCING MACHINES

„CIMAT” manufactures and provides specialized balancing machines for the wood cutters. 
„CIMAT” provides two types of the machine:

Semi-automatic balancing machine

- Balancing in one or two correction planes,
- Vertical spindle,
- High number of elements that may be attached to the 
vertical spindle:
self-centering grips, ISO or HSK adapters, grips for 
shank cutters or special tooling designed and made 
by „CIMAT” at customer’s request,

- Manual machine may be equipped with drilling mass 
correction system at customer’s request.

- High accuracy and efficiency.
- Intuitive and easy to operate software.
- Compensation of adapter errors.

- The manual machines are equipped with for laser indi-
cator for marking the points of drilling and milling.

- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode
- There is no need of marking the rotor before putting 
it on the machine; the rotation sensor can read the 
movement of the rotor in both ways.

- Software converts amount of unbalance into value of 
mass to remove taking into account various methods 
of correction i.e. drilling, milling, distribution of correc-
tion mass in case of areas of the rotor where machi-
ning is forbidden and many others.

- Balancing reports are saved in database for later use.

Manual balancing machine

Special features:
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- The machines are equipped with devices for 
mass correction i.e. milling or drilling machines 
controlled by SIEMENS or FANUC PLC drivers.

- The machine may be coupled with the overall ma-
nagement system of the company,

- High machine reliability is ensured due to high 
production efficiency required. High reliability is 
ensured by application of components of well-k-

nown companies in the servo drive and milling 
machine.

- High flexibility and simplicity of machine opera-
tions in regards to the different rotor shape and 
diameter is ensured. It is ensured by application 
of advanced measuring unit, PLC driver and ma-
chine tool controlled numerically.

Special features of semi-automatic machines:

The advanced measuring unit is equipped with industrial LCD touch screen for balancing results pre-
sentation and has installed sophisticated software which makes machine operation easier than ever 
before. The measuring unit enables to save data on external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or 
Ethernet and print the balancing reports out with built-in laser printer.

WOOD CUTTER BALANCING MACHINES
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- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 

and DIN 45690.

- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements 

and conditions of the production facilities.

- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.

- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.

- Machine update and modernization.

- Support.

„CIMAT” service team provides full service:
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TOOL AND TOOL HOLDER BALANCING MACHINES

2. semi-automatic (components are installed manually)

„CIMAT” manufactures and provides specialized balancing machines 
for tool holders and tools. „CIMAT” provides two types of the machines:
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Special features:
- Balancing in one or two correction planes
- Vertical spindle,
- High number of elements that may be attached to the vertical spindle:
self-centering grips, ISO or HSK adapters, grips for shank cutters or special tooling designed and 
made by „CIMAT” at customer’s request,

- Manual machines may be equipped in drilling mass correction system at customer’s request,
- High accuracy and efficiency,
- Intuitive and easy to operate software,
- Compensation of unbalance caused by eccentricity of the rotor
- Manual machines have laser indicator for marking the point of drilling and milling,
- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode
- There is no need of marking the rotor before putting it on the machine; the rotation sensor can 
read the movement of the rotor in both ways.

- Software converts amount of unbalance into value of mass to remove taking into account various 
methods of correction i.e. drilling, milling, distribution of correction mass in case of areas of the 
rotor where machining is forbidden and many others.

- Balancing reports are saved in database for later use.

Special features of semi-automatic machines:
- The machines are fitted out with technological equipment for mass correction i.e. milling, grinding or 
drilling machines controlled by SIEMENS or FANUC PLC drivers,

- The machine may be coupled with the overall management system of the company,
- High machine reliability is ensured due to high production efficiency required. High reliability is en-
sured by application of components of well-known companies in the servo drive and milling machine.

- High flexibility and simplicity of machine operations in regards to the different rotor shape and diame-
ter is ensured. It is ensured by application of advanced measuring unit, PLC driver and machine tool 
controlled numerically.

TOOL AND TOOL HOLDER BALANCING MACHINES
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The advanced measuring unit is equipped with industrial LCD touch screen for balancing results presen-
tation and has installed sophisticated software which makes machine operation easier than ever before. 

The measuring unit enables to save data on external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet and 
print the balancing reports out with built-in laser printer.

„CIMAT” service team provides full service:
- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and DIN 45690.
- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements and conditions 
of the production facilities.

- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.
- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.
- Machine update and modernization.
- Support.

SPECIALIZED BALANCING MACHINES 
FOR THE TOOL HOLDERS AND TOOLS
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ROTORTEST 3.5 portable apparatus for balancing in 
proper bearings and for the diagnostics of the rotor 

machines.
CIMAT SP. z o.o. manufactures a portable set for dynamic 
balancing and diagnostics of ROTORTEST 3.5 rotor ma-
chines. Owing to the use of our equipment, it is possible 
to do the following things:

- One and two-plane balancing.
- FFT analysis

Measuring the effective vibrations of the machine in ran-
ge from 10 to 1000Hz; an instrument (in accordance with 
ISO 2572-1974) classifies its status in a four-grade scale 
(good, acceptable, temporarily acceptable or unaccepta-
ble).
In the case of negative assessment a machine that you 
manufactured or operated can be further diagnosed by 

ROTORTEST 3.5. The spectrum analysis of components 
- to the seventh inclusive. Based on their image shown as 
a bar graph and the values of particular components, a 
diagnosis is made to find the machine element that gene-
rates excessive vibrations and their cause. The operator 
can, for example, determine whether it is:

- the rotor imbalance,
- misaligned coupling of the rotators,
- bent rotor axis etc.

A acoustic test of a machine
Balancing of a rotor of any size and shape directly in the 
machine. Do not disassemble the rotor from the machine!
View and print the data using any PC. All measuring data 
are, on the operator’s demand, stored in the database of 
the in
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„CIMAT” manufactures and provides specialized balancing machines for fans.

FAN BALANCING MACHINES

- Balancing in one or two correction planes with the possibility of monitoring static unbalance,
- Vertical spindle,
- Special design of machine housing reduces forces of air flow,
- Self-centered jaws or master jaws for taper lock.
- High breakaway torque with extended time of acceleration and braking
- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode,
- There is no need of marking the rotor before putting it on the machine; the rotation sensor can read 
the movement of the rotor in both ways,

- Measurement results are presented in a convenient form for applied balancing technologies: 
welding, drilling, adding correction weights.

- Balancing reports are saved in database for later use.
- High accuracy and efficiency.
- Intuitive and easy to operate software.

Special features of fan balancing machine:
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The advanced measuring unit is equipped with in-
dustrial LCD touch screen for balancing results 

presentation and has installed sophisticated softwa-
re which makes machine operation easier than ever 
before. The measuring unit enables to save data on 
external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or 
Ethernet and print the balancing reports out with buil-
t-in laser printer.

„CIMAT” service team provides full service:
- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and DIN 45690.
- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements and conditions of the production facilities.
- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.
- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.
- Machine update and modernization.
- Support.

FAN BALANCING MACHINES
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PAPER ROLLER AND RUNNER 
BALANCING MACHINES

- Long bed.
- Permanent calibration - there is no need for calibra-
tion runs.

- The most common drive system applied is the belt 
drive. - For the heavy rotors end drive is recommen-
ded. However, both drive systems may be installed 
as well.

- Short time of measurement runs.
- Rollers for rotors with integrated shafts and prisms 
for rotors on balancing arbors.

- Infinitely variable settings for acceleration.

- Long and slender rotors may be balanced as rigid 
rotors or flexible rotors.

- High accuracy and efficiency.
- Intuitive and easy to operate software.
- Designed for large batches of rotors.
- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode
- Software converts amount of unbalance into value 
of mass to remove taking into account various me-
thods of correction i.e. the number of bars of the 
fixed diameter and length which must be installed 
in the side walls of the shafts; or the number of the 
laminas of the fixed thickness and width, which 
must be properly bent and then installed in the in-
ner diameter of the shaft; drilling, milling and many 
others.

- Measuring unit may print and read the bar codes.
Balancing reports are saved in database 
for later use.

„CIMAT” manufactures and provides specialized balancing machines 
for the paper rollers and other types of rollers.

Special features:
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The advanced measuring unit is equipped with industrial LCD 

touch screen for balancing results presentation and has in-

stalled sophisticated software which makes machine operation 

easier than ever before. The measuring unit enables to save 

data on external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or Ether-

net and print the balancing reports out with built-in laser printer.

„CIMAT” service team provides fullservice:
- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements and conditions of the production facilities.

- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.

- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.

- Machine update and modernization.

- Support.

- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and 

DIN 45690.

PAPER ROLLER AND RUNNER 
BALANCING MACHINES
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„CIMAT” manufactures and provides specialized balancing machines 
for the pump impellers. „CIMAT” provides two types of machines:

Manual balancing machines
Semi-automatic balancing machines
(components are installed manualny)

Special features of pump impellers 
balancing machines:

- Vertical spindle,
- Special machine design for large batches of rotors.
- High accuracy and efficiency.
- Intuitive and easy to operate software.
- Pump impellers are fastened by a special self-cen-
tered jaws which are characterized by high clamping 
repeatability. Discs may also be gripped by special 
tooling designed and manufactured by „CIMAT” at 
customer’s request.

- Compensation of unbalance caused by eccentricity 
of rotor adapter,

- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode
- There is no need of marking the rotor before putting 
it on the machine; the rotation sensor can read the 
movement of the rotor in both ways,

- Software converts amount of unbalance into: mil-
ling parameters, drilling parameters, distribution of 
correction mass in case of areas of the rotor where 
machining is forbidden and many others.

- Balancing reports are saved in database for later 
use.

 PUMP IMPELLER BALANCING MACHINES
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- The machines are fitted out with technological equip-
ment for mass correction i.e. milling, grinding or dril-
ling machines controlled by SIEMENS or FANUC PLC 
drivers,

- The machine may be coupled with the overall mana-
gement system of the company,

- High machine reliability is ensured due to high pro
duction efficiency required. High reliability is ensured 

by application of components of well-known compa-
nies in the servo drive and milling machine.

- High flexibility and simplicity of machine operations 
in regards to the different rotor shape and diameter is 
ensured. It is ensured by application of advanced me-
asuring unit, PLC driver and machine tool controlled 
numerically.

Special features of semi-automatic balancing machines:

The advanced measuring unit is equipped with industrial LCD touch screen for balancing results presentation 
and has installed sophisticated software which makes machine operation easier than ever before. The me-
asuring unit enables to save data on external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet and print the 
balancing reports out with built-in laser printer.

„CIMAT” service team provides full service:
- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 
7475 and DIN 45690.

- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s
requirements and conditions of the production faci-
lities.

- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.
- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.
- Machine update and modernization.
- Support.
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Special features:
- Air drive system applied.
- High accuracy and efficiency.
- Intuitive and easy to operate software.
- Special machine design for large batches of ro-
tors.

- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode
- Software converts amount of unbalance into 
value of mass to remove taking into account va-

rious methods of correction i.e. drilling, milling, 
distribution of correction mass in case of areas 
of the rotor where machining is forbidden, sum-
mation of masses and many others.

- Balancing reports are saved in database for la-
ter use.

- Safety guard enabling easy access makes ma-
chine operation really light.

„CIMAT” manufactures and provides specialized balancing machines 
for rotors of water meters. 

WATER METER BALANCING MACHINES
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The advanced measuring unit is equipped with industrial LCD touch screen for balancing results presen-
tation and has installed sophisticated software which makes machine operation easier than ever before. 

The measuring unit enables to save data on external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet and 
print the balancing reports out with built-in laser printer.

„CIMAT” service team provides full service:
- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements and conditions of the production facilities.
- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.
- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.
- Machine update and modernization.
- Support.
- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and DIN 45690.
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- Vertical spindle,
Milling technological equipment for mass correc-
tion,
- Servo drive of vertical spindle allows to fast and 
precise positioning,
- High flexibility and simplicity of machine opera-
tion in regards to milling is ensured. It is ensured 
by application of advanced measuring unit and 
PLC driver.
- High machine reliability is ensured due to high 
production efficiency required. High reliability is 
ensured by application of components of well-k-
nown companies in the servo drive and milling 
machine.
- High accuracy and efficiency.
- Intuitive and easy to operate software.

- Compensation of unbalance caused by eccen-
tricity of rotor adapter
- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode
- There is no need of marking the rotor before 
putting it on the machine; the rotation sensor 
can read the movement of the rotor in both ways,

- Software converts amount of unbalance into: 
milling parameters, drilling parameters, distribu-
tion of correction mass in case of areas of the 
rotor where machining is forbidden and many 
others.
Balancing reports are saved in database for la-
ter use.
Safety guard enabling easy access makes ma-
chine operation really light.

„CIMAT” manufactures and provides specialized balancing machines for juicer sieve.

JUICER SIEVE BALANCING MACHINE

Special features of juicer sieve balancing machine:
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The advanced measuring unit is equipped with industrial LCD touch screen for balancing results presentation 
and has installed sophisticated software which makes machine operation easier than ever before. The me-
asuring unit enables to save data on external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet and print the 
balancing reports out with built-in laser printer.

”CIMAT” service team provides 
full service:
- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 
  and DIN 45690.
- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements  
  and conditions of the production facilities.
- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.
- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.
- Machine update and modernization.

- Support.

JUICER SIEVE BALANCING MACHINE
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 CIRCULAR SAW BALANCING MACHINE

„CIMAT” manufactures and provides specialized balancing machines for the blade 
of circular saw.

Special features of the blade saw balancing machine:

- Permanent calibration – no calibration runs needed
- High breakaway torque due to large GD2 span of 
the blade of circular saw,

- Servo drives enable to automatic positioning of the 
saw blade for milling or grinding,

- Compensation of adapter errors.
- Mounting and dismounting processes of the saw 
blade are supported pneumatically or by the mecha-
nic or electric drives,

- High accuracy and efficiency.

- Intuitive and easy to operate software.
- Angle indexing display in switch-off mode
- Software converts amount of unbalance into value 
of mass to remove taking into account various me-
thods of correction i.e. drilling, milling, distribution of 
correction mass in case of areas of the rotor where 
machining is forbidden and many others.

- Balancing reports are saved in database for later 
use.
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„CIMAT” service team provides full service:
  - Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements and conditions of the production facilities.
  - Installation of the machine at the production facilities.
  - Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.
  - Machine update and modernization.
  - Support.

The advanced measuring unit is equipped with industrial LCD touch screen for balancing results presentation 
and has installed sophisticated software which makes machine operation easier than ever before. The me-
asuring unit enables to save data on external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet and print the 
balancing reports out with built-in laser printer. 

 CIRCULAR SAW BALANCING MACHINE
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„CIMAT” manufactures and provides specialized balancing machines with automatic 
mass correction system. „CIMAT” provides two types of the machines:
    1. Semi-automatic balancing machines (components are installed manually)
    2. Automatic balancing machines (components are installed by robot or manipulator)

 

SPECIALIZED BALANCING MACHINES 
WITH AUTOMATIC MASS CORRECTION SYSTEM

The machines series controlled numerically 
and adapted for use in assembly line include:

1. CMT 1,5 V1 FB
2. CMT 50 V1 FB
3. CMT 250 V1 FB

1.Technical data of disc-shaped rotors:
1.1. Weight 0,3 kg - 250 kg.
1.2. Diameter 40 mm - 750 mm
1.3. Height up to180 mm
1.4. Diameter of center bore 3 mm - 450 mm.
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2. General information:
2.1. Mass correction method:

- by drilling from the top, bottom and side,

- by continuous milling or point milling 

from the top, bottom or on cylindrical surface.

2.3. Inuitive user interface.

2.4. May be still connected to the manufacturer server

in order to active and continuous servicing and dia-

gnosing the technical condition 

of the machine.

 3. Machine’s features assuring high efficiency:
3.1. Drilling and milling is in progress simultaneously

in three correction planes after the disc 

is installed.

3.2. Value of residual unbalance is adjustable.

4. Machine’s features assuring high effectiveness:

4.1. Additional software capabilities:

- Compensation of errors resulting from incorrect

mounting of the disc in the holder,

- Automatic calibration,

- Defining of the restricted areas on the surface 

of the disc for drilling and milling,

- The machine automatically analyzes values 

and position of residual unbalance of another disc during 

mass production and learns 

optimal parameters of correc-

tion of mass distribution.

 5. Scope of delivery:
5.1. The machine is delivered 

along with the safety cover and 

chip suction system.

5.2. Technological equipment 

for centering and installing the 

discs.

5.3. Implementation at the cu-

stomer’s facility all the proces-

ses that are related to the balancing of the discs.

SPECIALIZED BALANCING MACHINES 
WITH AUTOMATIC MASS CORRECTION SYSTEM
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- Vertical spindle,

- Designed for the large batches of rotors,

- Intuitive and easy to operate software,

- There is no need of marking the rotor before 

putting it on the machine; the rotation sensor can 

read the movement of the rotor in both ways,

- Balancing reports are saved in database 

for later use,

- The machines are fitted out with technological 

equipment for mass correction i.e. milling, grinding or 

drilling machines controlled by SIEMENS or FANUC 

PLC drivers,

- The machine may be connected to the overall

anagement system of the company,

- High machine reliability is ensured due to high

production efficiency required. High reliability is en-

sured by application of components of well-known 

companies in the servo drive and milling machine.

- High flexibility and simplicity of machine 

operations in regards to the different rotor shape and 

diameter is ensured. It is ensured by application of 

advanced measuring unit, PLC driver and machine 

tool controlled numerically.

The machine’s controlled numerically are also characterized by:

The advanced measuring unit is equipped with industrial LCD touch screen for balancing results presentation and 

has installed sophisticated software which makes machine operation easier than ever before. The measuring unit 

enables to save data on external storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet and print the balancing reports 

out with built-in laser printer.

 

„CIMAT” service team provides full service:
- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and DIN 

45690.

- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements and con-

ditions of the production facilities.

- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.

- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.

- Machine update and modernization.

- Support.
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UNIVERSAL HORIZONTAL  
BALANCING MACHINES

CIMAT offers serially produced universal, hori-
zontal balancing machines. The machines are 

well-equipped in regards to software capabilities and 
equipment even in the basic versions. The machi-
nes have been specially designed to extend them in 

the future i.e. additional drives or bed extension. All 
machines are equipped in the advanced measuring 

units and control modules. „CIMAT” is characterized 
by an individual approach to its customers which al-
lows us to achieve consumer needs in every aspect 
for an attractive price.
„CIMAT” manufactures and provides two types of the 
universal, horizontal balancing machines:
- Compact machines built-in the housing,
- Classic machine installed on the bed.
The advanced measuring unit is equipped with indu-
strial LCD touch screen for balancing results presen-
tation and has installed sophisticated software which 
makes machine operation easier than ever before. 
The measuring unit enables to save data on external 
storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet 
and print the balancing reports out with built-in laser 
printer.
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W„CIMAT” manufactures and provides two types of the universal, horizontal balan-
cing machines:

- Compact machines built-in the housing,
- Classic machine installed on the bed.

Special features:
- Balancing in two or three correction planes.
- Permanent calibration – no calibration runs needed.
- Manual calibration.
- Angle indexing display.
- Balancing reports are saved in database for later use.
- Software converts amount of unbalance into value of mass to remove taking into account various me-
thods of correction i.e. drilling, milling, distribution of correction mass in case of areas of the rotor where 
machining is forbidden, summation of masses and many others.

- High accuracy and efficiency.
- Intuitive and easy to operate software.

"CIMAT" service team provides full service:
- Adaptation of the machine to customer's requirements and conditions of the production facilities.
- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.
- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.
- Machine update and modernization.
- Support.
- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and DIN 45690.
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In addition to classical horizontal balancing machi-
nes on bed, CIMAT offers compact balancing ma-

chines in bodies. The greatest advantage of such 
balancing machines is the possibility of easy displa-
cement. Owing to the use of vibration insulators, they 

do not require foundations. Such a type of machines 
occupies small area in comparison with classical ba-
lancing machines on bed. It is achieved by using the 
guards coupled with the balancing machine body. 
Such type of guards do not occupy additional a few 
or several square meters of area. In spite of small 
dimensions, the compact balancing machines have 
robust body with silica sand filling to damp vibration 
and as a result very accurate measurements are ob-
tained and the machine is less sensitive to outside 
disturbances. The balancing machines are equipped 
with the most modern measuring modules ROTOR-
TEST 505 and ROTORTEST 610. They are provided 
with the manufacturer’s and specific calibration. The 
machines are precise in unbalance measurements 
and their operation is user-friendly.

COMPACT HORIZONTAL UNIVERSAL 
BALANCING MACHINES
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The balancing machines provide balancing of 
many types of rotors, both with their own pi-

vots and rotors balanced on substitute shafts. De-
pending on a customer choice, our models provide 
balancing of rotors with weight: 15kg, 30 kg and 50 
kg, maximum diameter of 600mm and rotor lengths 
from 500 mm to 2000 mm.

 

The main target of CIMAT is production of univer-
sal and special balancing machines adapted to 
the needs determined by world markets. We are 
a modern company engaged in design and ma-
nufacture of machines for industry and handicrafts 
companies. From the company’s beginning, its 
mission has been to provide customers with the 
state-of-the-art technological solutions adapted 
to their individual needs. Therefore, our company 

has the Product Research and Development De-
partment with a team of highly qualified engineers. 
Knowledge of experienced specialists, knowing de-
sign and operation requirements of machines and 
equipment has a huge influence on preparation of 
balancing machines in their version adapted to the 
customer needs.
 
Our machines are used in the following industries: 
aircraft, automotive, power, shipbuilding, mining, 
metallurgical, ventilation, paper, agricultural and 
many other industry and craft branches.
 
You can come to see our machines at the company 
headquarters in Bydgoszcz and our branch 
in Katowice.
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CIMAT offers horizontal balancing machines on 
bed. The greatest advantage of those machi-

nes is their versatile application.

The balancing machines are equipped with the 
most modern measuring module ROTORTEST 
505. The machines have a sub-critical suspension 
system and the manufacturer’s calibration. They 

are very precise in unbalance measurements and 
machine operation is fast and user-friendly. They 
provide unbalance corrections in two planes or se-
parate static and couple unbalance correction. As 
standard, all our machines are equipped with an 
angular scale, drive control with inverter, as well as 
many workshop subprograms supporting unbalan-
ce correction process.

HORIZONTAL UNIVERSAL 
BALANCING MACHINES ON BED
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The balancing machines provide balancing of 
many types of rotors, both with their own pi-

vots and rotors balanced on technological shafts. 
Depending on a customer choice, our models pro-
vide balancing of rotors with weight: from 2 g to 40 
000 kg. We offer a wide selection of guards for each 
safety class.
 The main target of CIMAT is production of univer-
sal and special balancing machines adapted to 
the needs determined by world markets. We are 
a modern company engaged in design and ma-
nufacture of machines for industry and handicrafts 

companies. From the company’s beginning, its mis-
sion has been to provide customers with the state-
-of-the-art technological solutions adapted to their 

individual needs. Therefore, our company has the 
Product Research and Development Department 
with a team of highly qualified engineers. Knowled-
ge of experienced specialists, knowing design and 
operation requirements of machines and equipment 
has a huge influence on preparation of balancing 
machines in their version adapted to the customer 
needs. DSC00958-male After starting a balancing 
machine, we help a customer to put it into opera-
tion. Our production and service offer according 
to the balancing machine application is practically 
unlimited, we manufacture universal and special 
balancing machines for rotors employed in: fans, 
pumps, electric motors, belt pulleys, flywheels, co-
uplings, press rollers for paper machines, runners, 
crankshafts and many other types of rotors.
 Our machines are used in the following industries: 
aircraft, automotive, power, shipbuilding, mining, 
metallurgical, ventilation, paper, agricultural and 
many other industry and craft branches.

Horizontal universal balancing machines
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„CIMAT” manufactures special purpose and univer-
sal vertical balancing machines. 
The machines are well-equipped in regards to so-
ftware capabilities and equipment even in the stan-
dard version. „CIMAT” is characterized by an indi-
vidual approach to its customers which allows us 
to achieve consumer needs in every aspect for an 
attractive price.

The advanced measuring unit, either ROTOR-
TEST610 or ROTORTEST 505, is equipped with 
industrial LCD touch screen for balancing results 
presentation and sophisticated software, which ma-
kes machine operation easier than ever before. The 

measuring unit enables to save data on external 
storage via USB port, send it via Wi-Fi or Ethernet 
and print the balancing reports out with built-in laser 
printer.

The machines possess massive housings which 
makes them less affected by external vibrations. 
The machines are hard-bearing and do not need 
any special foundation.

CIMAT machine by application of the advanced 
measuring units are accurate and efficient, and the 
software is intuitive and easy to operate.

VERTICAL AXIS BALANCING MACHINES
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- Balancing in one or two planes,
- Angle indexing,
- Compensation of an eccentricity and spindle, 
- High repeatability of rotor clamping, 
- Balancing reports are saved in database for later use,
- Safety covers C60 according to ISO 7475 and DIN 
45690,

- Unbalance calculation according to ISO 1940-2003,

- Any international language available, 
- Built-in drilling, milling or other mass correcting units, 
- Swarfs suction systems,
- Software converts amount of unbalance into pa-
rameters of various mass correction methods, for 
example, drilling, milling, distribution of correction 
mass in case of areas, where machining is forbidden, 
mass addition and many others.

Features of vertical axis balancing machines:

Our production capacities are unlimited. We are characterized by an individual approach 
to the customers which allows us to achieve consumer needs in every aspect for an attractive price.
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„CIMAT” service team provides full service:
- Safety guards C 60 type in accordance with ISO 7475 and DIN 45690.
- Adaptation of the machine to customer’s requirements 
and conditions of the production facilities.

- Installation of the machine at the production facilities.
- Fast warranty service and post-warranty maintenance.
- Machine update and modernization.
- Support.
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Vertical axis balancing machines specifications.
NAME CMT-15 V2 CMT-30 V2 CMT-50 V2 CMT-100 V2 CMT-200 V2 CMT-500 V2
Maximum rotor weight [kg] 15 30 50 100 200 500
Minimum rotor weight [kg] 0,2 0,5 0,5 1 2 5

Maximum rotor diameter [mm] 450/650 450/650 650/850 650/850/1500 650/850/1500 650/850/1500

Maximum rotor height [mm] 350 350 450 450 500 500
Number of correction planes 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
Type of motor AC, connected

to the inverter/
optional 

servomotor

AC, connected
to the inverter/

optional 
servomotor

AC, connected
to the inverter/

optional 
servomotor

AC, connected
to the inverter/

optional 
servomotor

AC, connected
to the inverter/

optional 
servomotor

AC, connected
to the inverter/

optional 
servomotor

Mass correction unit Drilling/milling Drilling/milling Drilling/milling Drilling/milling Drilling/milling Drilling/milling

Specifications are for standard machines; changes are available to meet specific requirements.



If you are interested in renovation or moderni-
zation of your balancing machine, you can take 
advantage of our 25 years’ experience, our mo-
dern equipment and service team.
The main aim of machine modernization is resto-
ration of its measuring efficiency and accuracy. 
Our service team modernizes balancing machines 
of all makes. The most common conducted mo-
dernizations are Schenck, AM, Hofman, Elettora-
va, Reutlinger. At customer’s request we may also 
upgrade the machine. Usually, we change the old 
measuring unit for the new one which fulfils the 
latest norms and standards. We may also chan-
ge the mechanical components like rollers, slings 
(AM machines), end drives and many others.
In scope of modernization our service team may 
install the belt drive system to your universal, ho-
rizontal balancing machine with the end drive or 

the other way round. This kind of modernization 
requires, apart from drive assembly, addition of 
control system of additional drive motor, applica-
tion of rotation sensor and connection of the pre-
vious and the new drive in ne measuring unit.
24-month warranty!
CIMAT service team is capable of performing a lot 
of work at customer’s place. However, in case of 
complete overhaul the machine or its parts have 
to be sent over to CIMAT.
CIMAT service team is capable of performing a lot 
of work at customer’s place. However, in case of 
complete overhaul the machine or its parts have 
to be sent over to CIMAT.

If you are interested in the machine’s moderniza-
tion or renovation, contact us as soon as possible 
for more information.

BALANCING MACHINE MODERNIZATION
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CONTACT

Global Headquarters
 730 Plymouth Ave NE, Grand Rapids, MI 49505

+1 616 234 1200
e-mail: sales@cimat-balancing.com

Europe Headquarters
 Briele 6, B-8200, Brugge, Belgium

+32 50 40 85 40
e-mail: sales@cimat-balancing.com
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